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Immunological progress remains a widely
used form of HIV/ART monitoring, and
efavirenz a preferred first line antiretroviral
drug. The host for HIV may vary basing
on CD4 cell type or values, genetic
differences, and co-infections. CD4 cell
values vary among HIV seronegative
populations and among HIV patients
starting
ART.
Variations
in
pharmacokinetics and pharmacogenetics of
efavirenz are widely documented. This
book reports on the role of variability in
relevant
baseline
immunological
characteristics among HIV negative and
positive populations and how variations in
the
pharmacokinetics
and
pharmacogenetics of efavirenz can affect
HIV/ART response.
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Sep 13, 2013 Immunological progress remains a widely used form of HIV/ART Variations in pharmacokinetics and
pharmacogenetics of efavirenz This thesis explores the role of variability in relevant baseline immunological
characteristics CD4-T-Lymphocyte reference ranges in Uganda and its influencing factors. The Role of Depression in
Work-Related Outcomes of HIV Jan 31, 2014 Pharmacogenetics contributes to inter-individual variability in
pharmacokinetics (PK) In total, 556 steady-state plasma EFV concentrations from 99 HIV infected . reports on its role
in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of ART (2428). Other baseline characteristics and dose relevant genotype
Thesis for Word XP Pharmacogenetics contributes to inter-individual variability in In total, 556 steady-state plasma
EFV concentrations from 99 HIV infected patients EFV pharmacokinetics, treatment outcomes and genotype based
EFV dose recommendations for adult HIV-1 infected . Baseline characteristics and CYP2B6*6 and ABCB1.
Pharmacogenetic-Based Efavirenz Dose Modification - NCBI - NIH Jul 5, 2013 Methods ART naive HIV patients
from Ethiopia (n = 285) and Tanzania We evaluated the importance of ethnicity and pharmacogenetic Genotype for
Efavirenz Pharmacokinetics and Treatment Outcomes: A Genetic variation in drug metabolizing enzymes influencing
plasma . Patient Characteristics. The Pharmacogenomics Journal - The pharmacogenomics of HIV Jun 4, 2013
HIV infection, anti-tuberculosis and efavirenz therapy are associated with neuropsychological effects During the first
twelve weeks of ART, 73.6% of the patients plasma/intracellular concentrations and/or treatment outcome. While the
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role of pharmacogenetics in efavirenz rifampicin pharmacokinetic Importance of Ethnicity, CYP2B6 and ABCB1 ResearchGate METHODS: ART naive HIV patients from Ethiopia (n = 285) and Tanzania (n . We evaluated the
importance of ethnicity and pharmacogenetic variations in determining efavirenz Pharmacokinetics and Treatment
Outcomes: A Parallel-Group Prospective Country had a trend to influence variability in efavirenz plasma. Search
results for pharmacogenetics - MoreBooks! Dec 10, 2015 Poor treatment outcomes such as the development of
adverse drug Africans on HAART as part of first-line antiretroviral therapy (ART) is Nearly 43% of Zimbabwean
HIV/AIDS patients reported CNS toxicity . Basic Characteristics . host genetic variation can influence the
pharmacokinetic variability of HIV treatment outcomes in Uganda : the impact of baseline Jun 4, 2013 Variations
in efavirenz tolerability during rifampicin treatment may therefore be While the role of pharmacogenetics in efavirenz
rifampicin pharmacokinetic interactions Newly diagnosed ART naive HIV patients with or without Assessment of
outcomes for both vivid dreams and sleepwalking were A Pharmacogenomical perspective in HIV/AIDS Therapies
Article - BMC Infectious Diseases - BioMed Central Host Variabilities Influencing HIV/ART Outcomes. The role of
Variations in Baseline Characteristics, Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacogenetics in HIV/ART Influence of efavirenz
pharmacokinetics and pharmacogenetics on pharmacogenetics and antituberculous treatment on the
pharmacokinetics of efavirenz. Key words: ART Outcomes, Baseline Characteristics, CD4, Efavirenz, HIV,
Pharmacogenetics, variability in long term efavirenz clearance and plasma exposure among HIV . The effect of
variations in baseline CD4 cell counts . Effects of CYP2B6 G516T polymorphisms on plasma efavirenz and Jan 3,
2012 Viral suppression was defined as having HIV-1 RNA Pharmacogenetic-Based Efavirenz Dose - Semantic Scholar
Bookcover of Host Variabilities Influencing HIV/ART Outcomes The role of Variations in Baseline Characteristics,
Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacogenetics in Importance of Ethnicity, CYP2B6 and ABCB1 Genotype - NCBI - NIH Jan
7, 2016 Poor treatment outcomes such as development of adverse drug reactions Keywords: 3?-UTR, efavirenz,
HIV/AIDS, pharmacogenetics, Africans on HAART as part of first-line antiretroviral therapy (ART) is .. Basic
characteristics . host genetic variation can influence the pharmacokinetic variability of Pharmacogenetic-Based
Efavirenz Dose Modification - PLOS Jan 31, 2014 In total, 556 steady-state plasma EFV concentrations from 99 HIV
infected Among the factors affecting EFV pharmacokinetics are ethnicity, host genetic factors, gender, on its role in
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of ART (2428). Other baseline characteristics and dose relevant genotype
Host Variabilities Influencing HIV/ART Outcomes: The role of The use of so-called highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART) since 1995 has led to a . Among HIV-infected patients there is considerable variability in the response to
There is currently much interest in the role of genetic polymorphisms in resistance to cytotoxic agents and influence on
therapy outcome (leukaemia An Expanded Analysis of Pharmacogenetics Determinants - Frontiers Pharmacogenomics,
which deals with the influence of genetic variation on drug response in relationship between genotypes and clinical
outcomes, and to have specific data . underlying the marked pharmacokinetic variability of antiretroviral drugs include
Role of host factors in response to Anti Retro Virals (ARVs). Determinants of Sustained Viral Suppression in
HIV-Infected Mar 26, 2010 We studied 124 rifampicin recipients with concurrent HIV-1/TB coinfection, to play an
important role in the metabolism of antiretroviral drugs [15-18]. various Thai population regarding the influence of host
genetic polymorphism on these . Baseline characteristics of 124 HIV/TB co-infected patients with Determinants of
Sustained Viral Suppression in HIV-Infected - PLOS Jun 4, 2013 neuropsychiatric disorders in Ugandan HIV patients
with or without ART and is mainly predicted by higher efavirenz plasma cellular concentrations and/or treatment
outcome. Accordingly P-glycoprotein may have a role in efavirenz pharmacogenetic variations in CYP2B6, CYP3A5,
CYP2A6,. An Expanded Analysis of Pharmacogenetics Determinants of Understanding how depression may influence
economic well-being has The few studies that have examined the effects of ART on work functioning in SSA to play a
role in the change in economic outcomes affected by HIV treatment, this . Study C. The baseline characteristics of the
total sample, as well as by study, Individualization of antiretroviral therapy - NCBI - NIH Sep 10, 2009 Highly active
antiretroviral therapy (HAART) is the current standard of care for interindividual variability in response to anti-HIV-1
drugs and racial Sometimes, however, variation in a particular gene can result in altered function of the . A number of
genes affecting the pharmacokinetics of antiretroviral Search results for pharmacogenetics Antiretroviral therapy has
dramatically increased survival for HIV-infected . ART varies widely among patients and is subject to host
characteristics such Genetic factors play important roles and account for a significant proportion of the variability . the
hs-CRP and LDL reduction was only slightly correlated with outcomes Personalizing HIV Therapy, Mission
Impossible? Open Access Bookcover of Host Variabilities Influencing HIV/ART Outcomes The role of Variations in
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Baseline Characteristics, Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacogenetics in Importance of Ethnicity, CYP2B6 and ABCB1
Genotype for - PLOS Jan 3, 2012 Viral suppression was defined as having HIV-1 RNA Background - PLOS Jul 5,
2013 ART naive HIV patients from Ethiopia (n = 285) and Tanzania (n = 209) were prospectively . differences and
pharmacogenetic variations on efavirenz pharmacokinetic and immunological outcome in HIV patients from two . For
baseline characteristics, independent group t-test and chi-square test were
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